PILOT WATCHES

ZULU-01 GMT AVIATION WATCH
BLACK PVD CASE
Offers ZULU/GMT time at a glance with the ultra easy to read oversized highly visible ZULU/GMT hands.
Features: • 316L Stainless Steel Case • Screw Down Crown • Water resistant to 10 ATM / 330ft / 100 m • Swiss Quartz GMT Ronda Movement • Independently Set 24 Hour Hand • Date Display • Rotating 24 Hour Bezel • Luminescent Hands and markers • Silicone Rubber Strap • Scratch resistant Mineral Crystal • 2 year Warranty • Approx 3 Year Battery Life
$250.00 P/N 13-11502

ZULU-01 GMT AVIATION WATCH
STAINLESS STEEL CASE
Offers ZULU/GMT time at a glance with the ultra easy to read oversized highly visible ZULU/GMT hands.
Features: • 316L Stainless Steel Case • Screw Down Crown • Water resistant to 10 ATM / 330ft / 100 m • Swiss Quartz GMT Ronda Movement • Independently Set 24 Hour Hand • Date Display • Rotating 24 Hour Bezel • Luminescent Hands and markers • Silicone Rubber Strap • Scratch resistant Mineral Crystal • 2 year Warranty • Approx 3 Year Battery Life
$259.00 P/N 13-11503

ZULU-01 CHRONOGRAPH
BLACK PVD CASE
Convenient timing features required in a cockpit environment. Great for timing in the hold, time to next way point or on the approach.
Features: • 316L Stainless Steel Case • Screw Down Crown • Water resistant to 10 ATM / 330ft / 100 m • Reliable Quartz Miyota OS-20 Chronograph Movement • Date Display • Rotating Bezel with Minute Counter • Luminescent Hands and markers • Silicone Rubber Strap • Scratch resistant Mineral Crystal • 2 year Warranty • Approx 3 Year Battery Life
$300.00 P/N 13-11504

ZULU-01 CHRONOGRAPH
STAINLESS STEEL CASE
Convenient timing features required in a cockpit environment. Great for timing in the hold, time to next way point or on the approach.
Features: • 316L Stainless Steel Case • Durable Black PVD Finish • Screw Down Crown • Water resistant to 10 ATM / 330ft / 100 m • Reliable Quartz Miyota OS-20 Chronograph Movement • Date Display • Rotating Bezel with Minute Counter • Luminescent Hands and markers • Silicone Rubber Strap • Scratch resistant Mineral Crystal • 2 year Warranty • Approx 3 Year Battery Life
$300.00 P/N 13-11505

ZULU-05 GMT AVIATION WATCH
The ZULU-05 GMT Aviation Watch has a durable black PVD finish and screw down crown featuring an independently set 24 hour hand.
Features: • 316L Stainless Steel Case • Durable Black PVD Finish • Screw Down Crown • Water resistant to 10 ATM / 330ft / 100 m • Swiss Quartz Ronda 515-24 Movement • Independently Set 24 Hour Hand • Date Display • Luminescent Hands and markers • Silicon Rubber Strap • Scratch resistant Mineral Crystal • 2 year Warranty • Approx 3 Year Battery Life
$250.00 P/N 13-11506

ZULU-05 CHRONOGRAPH
AVIATION WATCH
The ZULU-05 Chronograph Watch has a durable black PVD finish and screw down crown featuring a Swiss Quartz ISA 8172 Quartz Chronograph Movement.
Features: • 316L Stainless Steel Case • Durable Black PVD Finish • Screw Down Crown • Water resistant to 10 ATM / 330ft / 100 m • Swiss Quartz ISA 8172 Quartz Chronograph Movement • Date Display • Day of week Display • Split Second Indicator • 60 Minute Totalizer • Luminescent Hands and markers • Silicone Rubber Strap • Scratch resistant Mineral Crystal • 2 year Warranty • Approx 3 Year Battery Life
$350.00 P/N 13-11507

ZULU-05 GMT / ALARM
AVIATION WATCH
The ZULU-05 GMT Aviation Watch has a durable black PVD finish with screw down crown and features an alarm and off power meter indicator.
Features: • 316L Stainless Steel Case • Durable Black PVD Finish • Screw Down Crown • Water resistant to 10 ATM / 330ft / 100 m • Swiss Quartz ISA 8173 Movement • Independently Set 24 Hour Hand by Stepper Motor • Date Display • Day of week Display • Alarm On/Off Power Meter Indicator • Luminescent Hands and markers • Silicone Rubber Strap • Scratch resistant Mineral Crystal • 2 year Warranty • Approx 3 Year Battery Life
$400.00 P/N 13-11508

ZULU-03 ALTIMETER VINTAGE WATCH 9060VW
Aircraft Spruce is proud to introduce the new Zulu-03 Vintage Series of Cockpit Inspired Aviator Watches by Trintec. Due to numerous advances in the watch making industry Trintec is now able to offer unprecedented value and quality in this new line of watches. This watch features an Instrument Styled Casing and Dial which simulate the instruments found in an aircraft cockpit.
Features: • Solid 316 Stainless Steel and Black PVD case • 8215 Miyota Japanese Automatic Movement • Scratch Resistant Mineral Crystal • Screw Down Crown • Luminescent Hand & Numerals • Water Resistant to 5 ATMS • Quality Silicone Rubber Strap • Specification: Case: 42mm x 42mm • Lug: 22mm • Thickness: 13mm
$369.00 P/N 13-11545

ZULU-03 DIRECTIONAL GYR VINTAGE WATCH 9062VW
Aircraft Spruce is proud to introduce the new Zulu-03 Vintage Series of Cockpit Inspired Aviator Watches by Trintec. Due to numerous advances in the watch making industry Trintec is now able to offer unprecedented value and quality in this new line of watches. This watch features an Instrument Styled Casing and Dial which simulate the instruments found in an aircraft cockpit.
Features: • Solid 316 Stainless Steel and Black PVD case • 8215 Miyota Japanese Automatic Movement • Scratch Resistant Mineral Crystal • Screw Down Crown • Luminescent Hand & Numerals • Water Resistant to 5 ATMS • Quality Silicone Rubber Strap • Specification: Case: 42mm x 42mm • Lug: 22mm • Thickness: 13mm
$369.00 P/N 13-11546

ZULU-03 CLOCKSTYLE VINTAGE WATCH 9067VW
Aircraft Spruce is proud to introduce the new Zulu-03 Vintage Series of Cockpit Inspired Aviator Watches by Trintec. Due to numerous advances in the watch making industry Trintec is now able to offer unprecedented value and quality in this new line of watches. This watch features an Instrument Styled Casing and Dial which simulate the instruments found in an aircraft cockpit.
Features: • Solid 316 Stainless Steel and Black PVD case • 8215 Miyota Japanese Automatic Movement • Scratch Resistant Mineral Crystal • Screw Down Crown • Luminescent Hand & Numerals • Water Resistant to 5 ATMS • Quality Silicone Rubber Strap • Specification: Case: 42mm x 42mm • Lug: 22mm • Thickness: 13mm
$395.00 P/N 13-11547

THE AVIATORS WATCH
The Aviators Watch by Cockpit Company, based on the popular TV series, ‘The Aviators’. Size: 2” Square Face, 1/2” thick.
Features: • Brushed Silver Alloy Case • Japan Quartz Movement • Comfortable Silicone Band • 3 ATM Water Resistant • Presented in an Elegant Aluminum Case.
$52.75 P/N 13-11960

THE ATTITUDE WATCH
The Attitude Watch by Cockpit Company is a 3 ATM water resistant and features a comfortable silicone band, Japan quartz movement, and brushed silver alloy case. Presented in an elegant aluminum case.
$59.95 P/N 13-11961

THE ALTIMETER WATCH
The Altimeter Watch by Cockpit Company is a 3 ATM water resistant and features a comfortable silicone band, brushed silver alloy case, Japan quartz movement, and functioning data display. Presented in an elegant aluminum case.
$62.75 P/N 13-11962

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST
CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST
PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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